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PURPOSE: 
To allow Council to make submission to the final report from the Independent Local 
Government Review Panel. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That Council: 
a) Receive the Independent Local Government Review Panel Response report; 

and 
b) Forward the Revitalising Local Government - Brewarrina Response Table 

document to the Independent Local Government Review Panel. 
 
 
CONTENT: 
The Independent Local Government Review Panel was tasked with formulating options 
for a stronger and more effective system of local government. 
 
There are three volumes of supplementary information that provide essential background 
prior to the release of the final report: 

Volume 1 - Consultation Report 
Volume 2 - Research Report 
Volume 3 - 'Strengthening Far West Communities' 

 
The Independent Local Government Review Panel and the Local Government Acts 
Taskforce have now completed their work and the Final Report – ‘Revitalising Local 
Government’ – October 2013 has been released. 
 
The Panel has made 65 recommendations which Council has made response on (see 
attached). 

 
 
GOVERENANCE IMPLICATIONS:  
 
 
 
 

BREWARRINA SHIRE COUNCIL 

 
 
GENERAL MANAGER                                                                                                                                                   MAYOR 



CONCLUSION: 
Submissions close on Friday, 4 April 2014 on the final recommendations of the Panel 
and Taskforce. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

______________________ 
                     Dan Simmons  
                     General Manager 
 

 
ATTACHMENTS: 
• Revitalising Local Government - Brewarrina Response Table 
• Extract from ‘Revitalising Local Government’ – 16. The Far West 
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 Revitalising Local Government – Brewarrina Shire Council  

Recommendations for fiscal responsibility Agree/Disagree/
see Comment Comment (Optional) 

1 
Establish an integrated Fiscal Responsibility Program, coordinated by DLG and 
also involving TCorp, IPART and LGNSW to address the key findings and 
recommendations of TCorp’s financial sustainability review and DLG’s 
infrastructure audit (5.1 and 5.3)  

Agree 

It needs to be consistent, A vast majority of rural and regional councils 
will continue to be financially unsustainable if full cost shifting by 
other government sectors is not addressed and they are unable to 
increase their income via appropriate rate collection, and where 
inadequate funding continues to be provided by other government 
sectors to cover the operational and depreciation expenses of granted 
assets. 

2 

As part of the program:  

• Adopt an agreed set of sustainability benchmarks (5.1)  
Agree 

Benchmarks needs to be agreed – and they should be practical and 
tangible and realistic 

• Introduce more rigorous guidelines for Delivery Programs as proposed 
in Box 9 (5.2)  Agree 

Eg: RMS – Regional Roads program, local government needs to be 
informed of availability of funding for next 5 years in order to deliver 
such DPs.. 

Therefore RMS is able to give councils further details on their 
contractual arrangements for RMCC, regional road and repair 
programs. 

Consultative between local and state but does not occur the other way. 

Currently when local government develops a CSP it consults with state 
government, yet receives very little or no action/reaction for what is 
adopted in CSP when agencies are approached. 

Local government is a service provider. 

• Commission TCorp to undertake regular follow-up sustainability 
assessments (5.3)  Disagree 

Could be undertaken through existing external audit functions.  

Reduce triplication. 

• Provide additional training programs for councillors and staff (5.3)  Agree 

Needs to be relevant and affordable and accessible. Need to recognise 
prior learning and experience. Needs to be an ongoing program and it 
needs to include a mentoring element. 
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• Require all councils to employ an appropriately qualified Chief Financial 
Officer (5.3) Disagree 

Needs to be relevant and affordable and accessible. Need to recognise 
prior learning and experience.  
Designated course for local government employee CFO. 
What qualifications required? Define what a CFO’s function will be. 
Could be prohibitive to councils?  Smaller councils will not need the 
level of Accountancy experience qualifications that a larger council 
may need. 
Shared/regional basis function. 
Having a unified system across all councils – standardise the approach 

3 Place local government audits under the aegis of the Auditor General (5.4)  Agree with 
Reservations 

Auditor General should align with function of CFO. Don’t want to be 
treated as a State Agency – auditors used to report to DLG. 
Costly to council? 
Will AG just supervise? 
Auditors used to report to DLG, now they just report to the council… 
There needs to be no extra costs imposed on councils if they come 
under the Auditor General. 

4 Ensure that the provisions of the State-Local Government Agreement are used 
effectively to address cost-shifting (5.5)  Agree 

The most recent/classic example is the swimming pool inspection 
process; will it cost more to do undertake this function one local 
government area than another. No thought here by DLG. 

Recommendations for Strengthening Revenues Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

5 Require councils to prepare and publish more rigorous Revenue Policies (6.1)  
Disagree 

Differentiate between service provision and Commercial activities. 

Brewarrina Shire Council already does this. 

6 

Commission IPART to undertake a further review of the rating system focused 
on:  

• Options to reduce or remove excessive exemptions and concessions 
that are contrary to sound fiscal policy and jeopardise councils’ long 
term sustainability (6.2)  

Strongly Agree 

ALL land should be rated, LLS, National Parks, ALL LAND. 

 

• More equitable rating of apartments and other multi-unit dwellings, 
including giving councils the option of rating residential properties on 
Capital Improved Values, with a view to raising additional revenues 
where affordable (6.3) 

Agree 

Has merit. 
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7 
Either replace rate-pegging with a new system of ‘rate benchmarking’ or 
streamline current arrangements to remove unwarranted complexity, costs, and 
constraints to sound financial management (6.5)  

Agree 

Remove rate pegging. 

8 
Subject to any legal constraints, seek to redistribute federal Financial Assistance 
Grants and some State grants in order to channel additional support to councils 
and communities with the greatest needs (6.6)  Strongly Agree 

FAG funds should be distributed on a more equitable basis to 
communities of a large area/low population - councils with greatest 
needs and disadvantage and infrastructure needs.   

 

9 

Establish a State- borrowing facility to encourage local government to make 
increased use of debt where appropriate by:  

• Reducing the level of interest rates paid by councils  Agree 

Agree in principle – could have an impact on local banking 
institutions, needs to be investigated carefully. Can’t afford to lose 
local fin institutions in rural communities. 

Leave the decision of borrowing to each council, not be mandated. 

State and Feds – allow rural communities to establish development 
banks for the benefit to community- maybe lobby govts to consider. 

• Providing low-cost financial and treasury management advisory services 
(6.7) Agree 

Is this a function of CFO?   

Only if it is advice and not compulsory. 

10 
Encourage councils to make increased use of fees and charges and remove 
restrictions on fees for statutory approvals and inspections, subject to 
monitoring and benchmarking by IPART (6.8)  

Agree 

Be able to set own rates and charges..  Need to ensure local autonomy. 

Recommendations for Meeting Infrastructure Needs  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

11 Factor the need to address infrastructure backlogs into any future rate-pegging 
or local government cost index (7.1)  Agree 

Increased funds are needed for both the required increased capital 
works and the increased operational costs to ensure services are 
appropriate. 

FAGS historically should have been distributed more equitably. 

New and additional funds from state and federal governments.  
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ss
12 

Maintain the Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme (LIRS) for at least 5 years, 
with a focus on councils facing the most severe infrastructure problems (7.2)  Agree 

Providing it is not seen/used as a replacement for other revenue 
streams or opportunities for funding via state/federal government 
programs. 

13 

Pool a proportion of funds from the roads component of federal Financial 
Assistance Grants and, if possible, the Roads to Recovery program in order to 
establish a Strategic Projects Fund for roads and bridges that would:  

• Provide supplementary support for councils facing severe infrastructure 
backlogs that cannot reasonably be funded from other available sources  

Disagree Combining of funds may not achieve desired outcomes to ensure and 
appropriate sized pool of $s is available to councils. 

Must be new and additional money. 

• Fund regional projects of particular economic, social or environmental 
value (7.2) 

Disagree Within fairness and equity needs local focus; new and additional funds 

14 
Require councils applying for supplementary support from the Strategic Projects 
Fund to undergo independent assessments of their asset and financial 
management performance (7.2)  

Disagree 

Disagree if coming from existing funding it needs to be a new proposal 
– with new additional funds then it is agreed with input from the 
regional organisation of councils. 

15 
Carefully examine any changes to development (infrastructure) contributions to 
ensure there are no unwarranted impacts on council finances and ratepayers 
(7.3)  

Agree 

 

16 
Adopt a similar model to Queensland’s Regional Roads and Transport Groups in 
order to improve strategic network planning and foster ongoing improvement of 
asset management expertise in councils (7.4)  

Agree (if new 
additional 
funding) 

Disagree in 
principle 

Require a lot more additional information in regard to this. Maybe 
need to have a Reclassification of roads similar to QLD if this is going 
to occur. (no regional roads in QLD, hierarchy of NSW roads 
differentiates with other states) 

Refer: Orana IPWEA - repair program this already is occurring 

Needs to be new / additional funding 

Betterment funding should be included, improved avail of money for 
this. National disaster funding should include this 
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17 Establish Regional Water Alliances as part of new regional Joint Organisations 
proposed in section 11 (7.5).  Disagree 

LMWUA is in place and is the same geographic footprint as OROC. 

Do not support the JOC. 

Recommendations for Improvement, Productivity and Accountability  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

18 
Adopt a uniform core set of performance indicators for councils, linked to IPR 
requirements, and ensure ongoing performance monitoring is adequately 
resourced (8.1)  

More Info 
required 

More uniformity, not one document is the same at present.  
 
Clarification of the standards. 
 
A core set of performance indicators that need to be fully qualified. 

19 Commission IPART to undertake a whole-of-government review of the 
regulatory, compliance and reporting burden on councils (8.2)  Agree 

 

20 Establish a new sector-wide program to promote, capture and disseminate 
innovation and best practice (8.3)  Agree 

DLG or LGNSW, who will undertake this done at NSW Government 
cost, supported by Local Government NSW. 

21 Amend IPR Guidelines to require councils to incorporate regular service reviews 
in their Delivery Programs (8.4)  

More 
info/clarification 

required 

Principles of service reviews are different between councils. 

Councils being close to the community are able to adjust or provide 
minor adjustments to service levels from that community feedback. 

22 Strengthen requirements for internal and performance auditing as proposed in 
Box 17 (8.5)  

Agree for further 
discussion 

See comments 

Agree with councils that have expenditures of over to $25million to 
undertake auditing requirements. The community will make the 
decision on whether a council is performing well with good 
governance practise. 
 
Currently there is only a set of guidelines, no requirement to 
undertake it. 
 
Adequately resourced to be able to undertake it. 
The region can more effectively use a regional audit program – can 
work a better service delivery model/ or better guidelines for councils 
Internal auditors need to be able to provide solutions on governance 
and performance groups. 
The depth of internal audit requires further discussion. 
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23 Introduce legislative provisions for councils to hold Annual General Meetings 
(8.6)  Disagree 

 

24 Develop a NSW Local Government Workforce Strategy (8.7)  Agree 
There is a need to support the industry with relevant Local 
Government specific training to be funded and supported by the State 
Government. 

25 Explore opportunities for the Local Government Award to continue to evolve to 
address future challenges facing the sector and changing operational needs.  Agree as priority 

Specific Workplace or Regional Agreements would be helpful to 
further improve the efficiency of the sector. Regional focus – needs to 
reflect the geographic area. 

    

 

Recommendations for Political Leadership and Good Governance  Agree/Disagree/
see Comment Comment (Optional) 

26 

Amend the Local Government Act to strengthen political leadership:  

• Require councils to undertake regular ‘representation reviews’ covering 
matters such as the number of councillors, method of election and use 
of wards (9.1)  

Disagree Not enough credit given to diverse experience of councillors. 

Warren Shire has undertaken this process three times to determine 
from within their LGA if a reduction of representation needs to be 
reduced – overwhelming positive response to remain with the status 
quo. 

• Before their nomination is accepted, require all potential candidates for 
election to local government to attend an information session covering 
the roles and responsibilities of councillors and mayors (9.1)  

Disagree Attendance at mandatory professional development would be off 
putting for potential councillors. 

Mandatory Professional development delivered outside metro centres 
would be appropriate – not enough credit is given to diverse 
experiences and there is a need to make sure that the Council is a 
representation of the community it serves. 
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• Amend the legislated role of councillors and mayors as proposed in 
Boxes 19 and 21, and introduce mandatory professional development 
programs (9.2 and 9.3)  

Agreed with 
Reservations 

In some instances this may be necessary? Difficult enough to interest 
general public in local government now without making the process 
any more difficult to recruit. 

Strength of the interests and backgrounds of the community in order 
to recruit potential elected members. 

Need to closely monitor and increase in governance costs. 

• Provide for full-time mayors, and in some cases deputy mayors, in 
larger councils and major regional centres (9.3)  

Not applicable to 
Brewarrina 

 

• Amend the provisions for election of mayors as proposed in Box 22 (9.3)  Disagree Don’t support elected Mayors. 

27 Increase remuneration for councillors and mayors who successfully complete 
recognised professional development programs (9.2-9.4)  Agree 

 

28 Amend the legislated role and standard contract provisions of General Managers 
as proposed in Boxes 23 and 24 (9.5)  Agree 

 

29 Amend the provisions for organisation reviews as proposed in section 9.6  Agree 
Linked to review IP&R documents within 9 months of general election 

 

30 
Develop a Good Governance Guide as a basis for ‘performance improvement 
orders’ and to provide additional guidance on building effective working 
relationships between the governing body, councillors, mayors and General 
Managers (9.7)  

Agree 

However DLG or Councillor training should avoid the need for 
performance improvement orders. 
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Recommendations to Advance Structural Reform  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

31 
Introduce additional options for local government structures, including regional 
Joint Organisations, ‘Rural Councils’ and Community Boards, to facilitate a better 
response to the needs and circumstances of different regions (10.1)  

Disagree 

Recognise and retain the integrity of local councils and areas and local 
leadership as they exist. Continue to exist on current boundaries and 
arrangements. More than willing to work as a Regional 
Organisation(ROC). 

The JOC becomes a 4th tier of government. 

There is no evidenced base for change – what are the benefits? 
Further information/evidence and detail required here, there has not 
been enough evidence to show any benefit to our communities. 

Box 33 – features of a rural council – there is not enough information. 

Brewarrina want to remain as a council within our own right and 
continue working with the Regional Organisation, OROC.  Brewarrina 
are progressing with Bourke and Walgett in regards to resource 
sharing through the Barwon Darling Alliance now rebranded Outback 
River Alliance. 

The regional organisation becomes ‘mandatory’ as it exists, not 
voluntary; all agree that the resources and support in the roc are 
crucial. 

Brewarrina rejects the Far West Regional Authority due mainly to its size, 
if it has to be formed Brewarrina put forward it needs to be a north and 
south Far West Authority.  Brewarrina’s interest lie to our east with 
Dubbo and OROC, Brewarrina have no wish to be in such a large group. If 
the Far West Authority was to be put in place it needs to probably be 
based out of Dubbo. 

Brewarrina put forward that it may be worth looking at that 
Walgett/Brewarrina/Bourke are part of the North Far West Authority as 
our interests are closely aligned along the Barwon river and associated 
issues that are common to the three river towns.  Councils could be the 
delivery division of many services of the North Far West regional 
authority. 
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 If the Far West Authority is forced upon us it must be funded with new $s 
not existing money and not our FAGs. The distribution of FAGs still go 
directly to individual councils. 

Brewarrina remain as members of OROC/LMWUA. 

And disagree with the structure proposed by the Panel. 

Would be happy to meet with government and define Brewarrina 
association within OROC’s role and responsibilities of a mandatory 
organisation of Councils taking into consideration the region’s unique 
circumstances. 

The evidence/research used by the panel uses examples from NZ and 
UK AND does not address the large area/low population areas such as 
OROC’s and individually Brewarrina Shire Council area. 

32 
Legislate a revised process for considering potential amalgamations and 
boundary changes through a re-constituted and more independent Boundaries 
Commission (10.3)  

Strongly disagree  

As above. 

33 Encourage voluntary mergers of councils through measures to lower barriers 
and provide professional and financial support (10.4)  Strongly disagree 

As above. 

34 

Provide and promote a range of options to maintain local identity and 
representation in local government areas with large populations and/or diverse 
localities (10.5)  

 

Strongly disagree 

As above. 

Recommendations for Regional Joint Organisations  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 
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35 

Establish new Joint Organisations for each of the regions shown on Maps 2 by 
means of individual proclamations negotiated under new provisions of the Local 
Government Act that replace those for County Councils(11.5)  

• Defer establishment of JOs in the Sydney metropolitan region, except 
for sub-regional strategic planning, pending further consideration of 
options for council mergers (11.5)  

Strongly disagree Our concerns here need to be addressed in relation to further 
information and evidence based proof of a case for change. 

• Enter into discussions with 2-3 regions to establish ‘pilot’ JOs (11.5)  Strongly disagree  

• Re-constitute existing County Councils as subsidiaries of new regional 
Joint Organisations, as indicated in Table 5 (11.2)  

Strongly disagree  

• Establish Regional Water Alliances in each JO along the lines proposed 
in the 2009 Armstrong-Gellatly report (11.3)  

Strongly disagree  

• Set the core functions of Joint Organisations by means of Ministerial 
Guidelines (11.6) 

Strongly disagree  

• Seek federal government agreement to make JOs eligible for general-
purpose FAGs (11.6)  

Strongly disagree  

36 

Identify one or more regional centres within each Joint Organisation and: 

• Create a network of those centres to drive development across regional 
NSW (11.7)  

Strongly disagree  

• Consider potential mergers of councils to consolidate regional centres, 
as indicated in Table 6 (11.7)  

Strongly disagree  
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37 

Develop close working partnerships between Joint Organisations and State 
agencies for strategic planning, infrastructure development and regional service 
delivery (11.8), and  

• Add representatives of Joint Organisations to State agency Regional 
Leadership Groups (11.8)  

Strongly disagree  Brewarrina Shire Council want to work with the State Government 
Authorities and would support doing so through already established 
ROCs and water alliances at a regional level. 

• Give particular attention to cross-border issues and relationships in the 
operations of Joint Organisations and in future regional strategies (11.9)  

Strongly disagree  

 

Recommendations for ‘Rural Councils’ and Community Boards  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

38 
Establish a working party as part of the Ministerial Advisory Group proposed in 
section 18 to further develop the concept of ‘Rural Councils’ for inclusion in the 
re-written Local Government Act (12.1)  

Strongly Disagree 

 

39 
Include provisions for optional Community Boards in the re-written Act, based 
on the New Zealand model, but also enabling the setting of a supplementary 
‘community rate’ with the approval of the ‘parent’ council (12.2)  

Strongly Disagree 

 

Recommendations for Metropolitan Sydney  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

40 
Strengthen arrangements within State government for coordinated metropolitan 
planning and governance, and to ensure more effective collaboration with local 
government (13.1)  

n/a 

 

41 

Seek evidence-based responses from metropolitan councils to the Panel’s 
proposals for mergers and major boundary changes, and refer both the 
proposals and responses to the proposed Ministerial Advisory Group (section 
18.1) for review, with the possibility of subsequent referrals to the Boundaries 
Commission (13.3)  

n/a 
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42 

Prioritise assessments of potential changes to the boundaries of the Cities of 
Sydney and Parramatta, and  

• Retain a separate City of Sydney Act to recognise its Capital City role  

n/a  

• Establish State-local City Partnership Committees for Sydney and 
Parramatta along the lines of Adelaide’s Capital City Committee (13.4)  

n/a  

43 Pending any future action on mergers, establish Joint organisations of councils 
for the purposes of strategic sub-regional planning (13.5)  n/a 

 

44 Maximise utilisation of the available local government revenue base in order to 
free-up State resources for support to councils in less advantaged areas (13.6)  n/a 

 

45 
Continue to monitor the sustainability and appropriateness in their current form 
of the Hawkesbury, Blue Mountains and Wollondilly local government areas 
(13.7)  

n/a 

 

46 Promote the establishment of a Metropolitan Council of Mayors (13.8)  n/a 
 

Recommendations for Hunter, Central Coast and Illawarra  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

47 

Seek evidence-based responses from Hunter and Central Coast councils to the 
Panel’s proposals for mergers and boundary changes, and refer both the 
proposals and responses to the proposed Ministerial Advisory Group (section 
18.1) for review, with the possibility of subsequent referrals to the Boundaries 
Commission (14.1 and 14.2)  

n/a 

 

48 Defer negotiations for the establishment of a Central Coast Joint Organisation 
pending investigation of a possible merger of Gosford and Wyong councils (14.2)  n/a 
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49 Pursue the establishment of Joint Organisations for the Hunter and Illawarra in 
accordance with Recommendation 35 (14.1 and 14.3)  n/a 

 

Recommendations for Non-Metropolitan Regions  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

50 Explore options for non-metropolitan councils in Group A as part of establishing 
the Western Region Authority proposed in section 16 (15.1)  Strongly Disagree 

Remain as current Brewarrina Shire Council – as part of mandatory 
organisation based on existing boundaries. (OROC/LMWUA) 

51 Refer councils in Groups B-F to the Boundaries Commission in accordance with 
Table 11 and the proposed timeline (15.1)  Strongly Disagree 

 

52 
Complete updated sustainability assessments and revised long term asset and 
financial plans for the 38 councils identified in Table 11 by no later than mid-
2015 (15.2)  

Agree 

 

Recommendations for the Far West  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

53 Agree in principle to the establishment of a Far West Regional Authority with the 
functions proposed in Box 39 and membership as proposed in Figure 9 (16.3)  Strongly disagree 

Reject… 

Remain as current councils – form part of mandatory organisation 
based on existing boundaries.  If Brewarrina is to be forced to be part 
of a Far West Authority we put forward that it is too large an area and 
Brewarrina are more closely aligned towards Dubbo and OROC.  If it is 
to happen it may be better to look at a North Far West Authority 
taking in Walgett/Brewarrina and Bourke.  These councils are closely 
aligned along the river with similar issues in all 3 councils. 

 

54 Adopt the preferred new arrangements for local government set out in Box 40 as 
a basis for further consultation (16.4)  Strongly Disagree 

Reject. 

55 Establish a project team and reference group of key stakeholders within the DPC 
Regional Coordination Program to finalise proposals (16.5)  Strongly Disagree 

Reject. 
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Recommendations for State-Local Government Relations  Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

56 
Use the State-Local Agreement as the basis and framework for a range of actions 
to build a lasting partnership, and negotiate supplementary agreements as 
appropriate (17.2)  

Agree 

Requires a commitment. 

OROC members supporting a mandatory collaboration of councils. 

57 Introduce new arrangements for collaborative, whole-of-government strategic 
planning at a regional level (17.3)  Agree 

 

58 Amend the State Constitution to strengthen recognition of elected local 
government (17.4)  More information 

Clarification of the intention? 

59 Seek advice from LGNSW on the measures it proposes to take to meet its 
obligations under the State-Local Agreement (17.5)  More information 

 

60 Strengthen the focus of DLG on sector development and seek to reduce its 
workload in regulation and compliance (17.6)  More information 

DLG an advisory and supportive body not necessarily regulatory. 

Recommendations for Driving and Monitoring Reform Agree/Disagree/
See Comment Comment (Optional) 

61 Establish a Ministerial Advisory Group and Project Management Office (18.1 and 
18.2)  Disagree 

Representatives from all stakeholders. 

62 Refer outstanding elements of the Destination 2036 Action Plan to the 
Ministerial Advisory Group (18.1)  Disagree 

Timeline needs revision. 

63 
Adopt in principle the proposed priority initial implementation package set out 
in Box 42, as a basis for discussions with LGNSW under the State-Local 
Government Agreement (18.3)  

Agree/disagree 

BOX 42 
Numbers 1 and 12 not agree. 
Numbers 2 to 11 agree. 
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64 Further develop the proposals for legislative changes detailed in Boxes 43 and 
44, and seek to introduce the amendments listed in Box 43 in early 2014 (18.5)  Disagree 

What recommendations will be adopted firstly? Too premature to 
develop legislative changes…. 

65 Adopt in principle the proposed implementation timeline (18.6)  Disagree 
Reject timeline. Too premature to adopt - recommendations need to 
be considered, further information required/clarification sought 
across too many areas. 

 

 














